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Abstract: Image processing plays a vital role in MRI image
processing. MRI images are widely used in medical fields
for analysis and detection of tumour growth from the body.
There are varieties of efficient brain tumour detection and
segmentation methods have been suggested by various
researchers for efficient tumour detection. Existing
methods encounter with several challenges such as
detection time, accuracy and quality of tumour. In this
review paper, we are presenting a study of various tumour
detection methods for MRI images. A comparative analysis
has been also performed for various methods.SAR images
are the high resolution images which cannot be collected
manually. In this work, we identified the SAR images
randomly from web with different region inclusions. The
regions in an image include water area, land area and the
mountain area. The implementation of proposed model is
done in MATLAB environment.
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I.INTRODUCTION
Digital Image processing assumes an imperative job in MRI
picture handling. X-ray pictures are generally utilized in
restorative fields for examination and identification of tumor
development from the body. There are assortments of
productive cerebrum tumor identification and division
techniques have been proposed by different analysts for
effective tumor discovery. Existing strategies experience
with a few difficulties, for example, location time, precision
and nature of tumor. In this survey paper, we are introducing
an investigation of different tumor identification techniques
for MRI pictures. A similar examination has been likewise
performed for different strategies. SAR pictures are the high
goals pictures which can't be gathered physically. In this
work, we distinguished the SAR pictures arbitrarily from
web with various locale considerations. The districts in a
picture incorporate water region, land territory and the
mountain region.
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II. TYPES OF DIGITAL IMAGES
Binary image
The binary images are one bit images. In binary image the
value of each pixel is either black or white. The binary
image is a combination of two possible values either 0 or 1.
In such type of images only one bit is used to represent each
pixel. In this type of images black color is represented by‘0’
and white color by ‘1’.
Grayscale image
Gray scale image is 8 bit image. In grayscale image each
pixel is represented by a gray level. There are 256 gray
levels. The gray level range is from 0 to 255where ‘0’ gray
level represents black color and ‘255’represents white color.
Each pixel is a combination of eight bits in gray scale
image.
True color or RGB image
RGB image is a 24 bit image where every pixel has a
particular color. This color in the image is described by the
combination of three matrices that represents red, green and
blue component values. The combination of these three
components gives 16,777,216 different colors when each of
the color has a gray scale range from 0 to 255.Every pixel in
true color image is a combination of three gray scale values.
Figure 1 shows color model of primary and secondary
colors.

Fig.1: Color model
The RGB color model shows Red, Green and Blue colors
are primary colors. When Red, Green and Blue colors set to
(0, 0, 0), it gives a black color and when they set to (1, 1,
1),it gives a white color. The secondary colors like Magenta,
Cyan, Yellow, Black and White are obtained by the
combination of primary colors.
Figure 2 shows the secondary colors obtained from primary
colors. Yellow, white, magenta etc are the secondary colors.

Fig.2: Primary and secondary color

Figure 3 shows different types
of image formats
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Design Steps

(1) SetT theT initialT thresholdT T=T (theT maximumT
(2)

(a)

(3)
(4)
(5)

valueT ofT theT imageT brightnessT +T theT
minimumT valueT ofT theT imageT brightness)/2.T
UsingT TT segmentT theT imageT toT getT twoT
setsT ofT pixelsT BT (allT theT pixelT valuesT areT
lessT thanT T)T andT NT (allT theT pixelT valuesT
areT greaterT thanT T);T
CalculateT theT averageT valueT ofT BT andT NT
separately,T meanT ubT andT un.T
CalculateT theT newT threshold:T T=T (ub+un)/2T
RepeatT SecondT stepsT toT fourthT stepsT upT toT
iterativeT conditionsT areT metT andT getT
necessaryT regionT fromT theT brainT image.T

ProposedT MethodT
T MRIT BrainT imageT ClassificationT andT anatomicalT
structureT analysisT areT proposedT basedT on,T
(1) PNN-RBFT NetworkT forT classificationT
(2) FuzzyT clusteringT forT tumorT detectionT andT
structuralT analysisT

(b)

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The method include brain tumor segmentation using
optimized k-means and genetic algorithm.
For clustering the Optimized k-means algo is used. The
classification and feature extraction is handeled by Genetic
algorithm.At last the tumor is extracted from the MRI
image. After extraction its exact place and the size can be
determined in grayscale.

Fig.3: Types of Image (a) binary image (b) grayscale
image (c) color image
Figure ‘a’ shows a binary image (black and white image)
represented by the combination of 0 and1 value of pixels.
Figure ‘b’ shows a gray scale image having different gray
level values varies from 0-255 and the image shown in
figure ‘c’ is a color image represented by the combination
of red, green and blue gray levels.
III. IMAGE SEGMENTATION
Overview
The Segmentation is process that separate object an
image. By using segmentation process it is possible to
identity a particular object from an image. Segmentation is a
technique that separate out foreground and background of an
image. Segmentation algorithm is generally based on basic
two properties of gray levels that are discontinuity and
similarity. The discontinuity is based on difference in
intensity values of pixels in an image. The discontinuities
between gray levels regions are used to detect contours
within an image. The similarity between the intensity values
of pixels also useful for identification of objects based on
some predefined criteria’s applicable to both static and
dynamic images. In segmentation input images are inputs
and outputs are attributes extracted from those images. The
segmentation process stops when object of interest in an
image is isolated. The different segmentation techniques
based on discontinuities are point segmentation, line
segmentation and edge segmentation.
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Fig.4: Block Diagram of Proposed System
SYSTEM EXECUTION DETAILS
It is explain the step by step executions of the given
system are as follows
Output of Proposed System

Developing GUI
The GUI in Matlab can be developed with the help of a
number of tools and functions available in the Matlab
library. There are many GUI tools for frontend.

This section provides the outcome of the proposed
system. Step by step outcome is presented below in
Figure: s.
Input Image with its curvelet Decomposition

Fig. 5: GUIDE Quick Start Dialog
The figure 5 shows the basic guide using start dialog.
Now the further steps can be followed according to the
instructions given in the dialog box.

Fig 7: Input Image
Here the input MRI image is taken for the implementation
as shown in figure 7.

Fig 8: GUI of the System
In figure 8 there are two windows. One shows input
image and second shows the output image.

Fig. 6: The Layout Edit
There are two types of file where first file is matlab code
file with extension .m and another file is layout file which
contains extension .fig.
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IMAGE SEGMENTATION

Fig 9 : MRI Brain with Benign Case
The Figure 9 shows the segmentation of the input image. The Bengin Tumor plot is shown in the output window.

Fig. 10: MRI Brain with Malignant Case

Fig.11: Malignant Tumor Image
The Figure 11 shows the segmentation of the input image.
The Bengin Malignant plot is shown in the output
window.
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Fig. 12: MRI Brain with Normal Case
The figure 12 shows the normal image of brain. So in the
output window there is no plots or tumor segmentation.

IMAGE SEGMENTATION

Figure: Fig. 13: Segmented Image
The input image segmentation process is shown in the figure 13. The segmentation is shown cluster wise.

Figure: Fig. 14: Final Output of the System
Precision = Relevant instance / Retrieve instance

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
The performance of the given system measured by using
the following table that given various condition for
outputs. They give the multiple images of brain MRI that
are detected by the system. The first condition if one
brain MRI image is provided from the dataset and system
detected it as tumor is present then it is considered as the
true positive.
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Recall = Relevant instance that have been retrieve / Total
amount of instance
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IV. EVALUATION RESULT

6.

The figure 15 shows the result of precision and recall of
the brain MRI image of the current system as well as
existing system according to the accuracy from the 23
images which are taken from the dataset.

7.

8.

The graph based on Linear accuracy in figure 15 shows
the comparison of accuracy, precision and recall between
existing work and proposed work.

9.
10.

11.

12.

13.

Fig.15: Graph based on Polygonal Accuracy
14.

The graph based on Quadractic accuracy in figure 15
shows the comparison of accuracy, precision and recall
between existing work and proposed work.
V. CONCLUSION
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Existing methods encounter with several challenges such
as detection time, accuracy and quality of tumour. In this
review paper, we are presenting a study of various tumour
detection methods for MRI images. A comparative
analysis has been also performed for various methods.
SAR images are the high resolution images which cannot
be collected manually. In this work, we identified the
SAR images randomly from web with different region
inclusions. The regions in an image include water area,
land area and the mountain area. The implementation of
proposed model is done in Matlab environment.Currently
our proposed system works on only two types of brain
tumor. In future, the proposed system can be improved by
adding different type tumor for classification. Also the
accuracy of the proposed system can be improved by
including different dataset available from doctors
throughout the world. The proposed system can also be
further extended for detecting cancer and other tumors.
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